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Chapter 201 

Is this too bullying? The blood type constellation height hobby is indeed right, 

but every sentence is hurting her! Noila Mo stared at him with anger: “Allen 

Chu, don’t deceive people too much!” 

Allen Chu ignored her anger at all, took out a pen and a piece of paper from 

the glove box and threw it to her: “Write my English name twenty times!” 

“Don’t write!” Noila Mo almost blurted out, turning his eyes to see the stubble 

on his chin that was too late to shave, and the red blood in his eyes that 

stayed up late, and his heart softened again. 

Forget it! Seeing that he made a special trip back to watch the movie with her, 

bear it! 

Noila Mo took paper and pen, eric, eric, eric… writing letter by letter, suddenly 

a kind of tenderness slowly overflowed in his heart. 

After writing twenty erics, Noila Mo peeked at Allen Chu. He was looking at 

the road intently. His profile was very sturdy, well-defined, and the line of his 

jaw was firm and powerful, so handsome. 

Noila Mo pursed his lips, and then slowly and seriously wrote twenty “Allen 

Chu” on the paper. 

After finishing writing, Noila Mo smiled and handed the paper to Allen Chu: 

“Mr. Chu, please check.” 

Allen Chu originally glanced at it casually, and when he saw the twenty 

Chinese names behind him, a smile gradually appeared in his eyes. 



He turned his head and took a bite on her nose: “Smuggler!” 

“Hey! Are you a dog? Why do you always like to bite?” Noila Mo touched his 

nose and stared at him. Fortunately, the nose is genuine, if it were plastic 

surgery, wouldn’t it be bitten by him. 

“Lean on me, press tight.” President Chu Da began to give orders again. 

Really overbearing! Noila Mo whispered, still snuggling on him obediently. 

Allen Chu drove intently, but the corner of his mouth couldn’t help but bend a 

nice arc. 

In the sweet silence, only the rustle of wheels and light rain was heard. Seeing 

that he was about to enter the community, Noila Mo finally couldn’t help it: 

“What happened to the branch in City H? Did Xiang Hanwei’s father start to 

make a move?” 

Allen Chu raised his eyebrows: “It’s nothing serious, but a problem with the 

acceptance of the building submitted for review. Don’t worry, I have my own 

opinion.” 

Noila Mo had also heard of the building in City H. It was the land king of City 

H and was preparing to build a landmark building in City H. The Chu family 

laid down the capital on it. 

Several previous trials have been passed, but there was a problem in the final 

inspection. Who would believe that someone was not deliberately making 

trouble? 

Noila Mo turned her mind back and forth, and couldn’t help blurting out: 

“Allen, you must be more careful when you are in H city!” 



Allen Chu glanced at her: “Don’t worry, I won’t sit and wait. You don’t need to 

worry about these things. You can study the erotic underwear in the closet at 

home, and wait until I come back to treat me well.” 

Why did you get involved in erotic lingerie again? Noila Mo gave him a white 

look and was about to speak when the car came downstairs. 

Allen Chu raised his wrist to look at his watch, and hurriedly k*ssed her lips: 

“There is almost no time. I watch you go upstairs.” 

Noila Mo knew that he was going to catch the plane and didn’t say much, so 

she got out of the car and waved to him at the door of the building as a 

farewell. 

Allen Chu waved to her from the car window, but Noila Mo didn’t know why, 

walking over, Allen Chu poked her head out of the car window, and took her 

to k*ss. 

Noila Mo held the umbrella, and the rain poured coldly on her face from the 

eaves of the umbrella, and then slid into her neck. A k*ss gave him a sad taste. 

Back at home, Noila Mo sat on the sofa in wet clothes for a long time before 

getting up in a daze, ready to take a hot shower in the bathroom. 

Allen Chu’s last k*ss, for some reason, made her feel a bit sad. 

He must be very difficult, right? The Chu family’s roots are in Chicago, and 

they don’t have particularly deep connections in domestic politics. 

If Xiang Yicheng makes up his mind to embarrass the Chu family, there are 

ways to toss him. Think of the Hu stubble on Allen Chu’s chin. Noila Mo was 

distressed, but there was no way she could do it. She was just a commoner, 

powerless and powerless. She wanted to help and was powerless. 



As soon as I took off my clothes, I suddenly heard the phone ringing on the 

table outside. 

It must be Allen Chu. Not many people know her mobile phone number. Noila 

Mo wrapped her body in a bath towel, and hurriedly rushed to answer the 

phone: “Hey, Allen! Arrived at the airport?” 

There was silence on the phone, and Noila Mo felt that something was wrong, 

so quickly look at the caller ID on the phone screen. 

Halo, not Allen Chu, but an unfamiliar number. 

“Hello, hello~” Noila Mo was a little embarrassed, and quickly changed her 

tone to say hello. 

On the other end of the phone, a trembling voice came: “Noila, I am Hanwei.” 

Xiang Hanwei? Noila Mo couldn’t help tightening her hand holding the phone. 

Without waiting for her answer, Xiang Hanwei’s voice was already crying: 

“Noila, you and Allen are together, right? I heard you call his name just now.” 

Noila Mo is ready to make things difficult for Xiang Hanwei or even abuse her. 

As long as Xiang Hanwei is rude to her, she will fight back fiercely! As a result, 

Xiang Hanwei cried so pitifully, she didn’t know what to say. 

“Hanwei, I’m sorry, I…” 

She really didn’t know what to say. Sorry, I robbed your boyfriend? Sorry, your 

boyfriend loves me? 

In any case, it seems inappropriate. 

“Noila, needless to say, I didn’t know the grudge between Allen and you 

before. It wasn’t until Jinxin’s wedding day that he hugged you, and I didn’t 



know that you had a past.” Xiang Hanwei was choked with sobs. The words 

came: “Noila, please be reasonable? Although you and Allen have a good 

time, I am Allen’s girlfriend now! I beg you, will you return Allen to me…no 

Allen , I really can’t live…” 

Noila Mo was extremely puzzled. Isn’t it true that the snake that day was not 

put in Xiang Hanwei? She is crying so sad now, her body is so low, she is 

clearly a little woman crazy about love, how can there be a half-hearted 

shadow? 

Is it true that you blame her wrongly? If it is pretending, how can she pull this 

face down with her identity and background? 

Noila Mo was messed up, her brain was blank, and she dumbly listened to 

Xiang Hanwei’s voice on the phone, not knowing how to respond. 

On the other end of the call, Xiang Hanwei desperately resisted the 

humiliation in her heart, gritted her teeth and cried: “Noila, you don’t know, 

I…I have killed three children for Allen…I gave everything for him, I Can’t lose 

him…” 

A short sentence, like a bolt from the blue sky, knocked Noila Mo speechless. 
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Xiang Hanwei continued to mourn and cry: “Noila, do you understand my 

suffering? You may not experience the pain of losing your own baby. But the 

same is a woman. How much harm is an abortion, you must You know?” 

Noila Mo’s hand trembled fiercely. 

Of course she knew what it was like to lose her baby. That kind of 

overwhelming pain is like falling into hell, the loss and darkness that will never 

dawn again, she knows too well. 



“Hanwei…” Noila Mo yelled to Hanwei softly, almost unable to help her want 

to comfort her. 

“Noila, Allen won’t even answer my phone now. I beg you, will you let him 

meet me? I don’t want to break up, I want to try again! I must try again!” 

“Hanwei, it’s useless, Allen… shouldn’t look back.” Noila Mo said very hard, 

carefully considering the sentence, fearing that it would hurt Xiang Hanwei. 

Xiang Hanwei turned blue with anger, b*tch! Obviously, it was deliberately 

preventing Allen from seeing him! 

But the tone became more and more pitiful: “Noila, if I beg Allen, and he 

insists on breaking up, then I will admit my fate! But now this kind of unclear 

breakup, I really can’t give up!” 

Noila Mo’s heart was inexplicably uncomfortable with the extremely desperate 

but unwilling tone of fate. Why do women embarrass women? 

Noila Mo blurted out: “Then I’ll help you persuade Allen to let him see you!” 

She believed that Allen Chu would not abandon herself just because of 

meeting, and reconcile with Xiang Hanwei. 

Or maybe, deep in her heart, she also wanted to use this to test Allen Chu! 

After all, Xiang Hanwei and her are really too far apart. Xiang Hanwei can 

make Chu’s empire develop more rapidly. And she can’t give him anything. 

Will he really be desperate to stay with her willingly? 

Noila Mo began to lose confidence. 

After hanging up Xiang Hanwei’s phone, Noila Mo hesitated for a long time 

before dialing Allen Chu’s number. 



“Why haven’t you slept so late?” Allen Chu walked out of the meeting room 

and stood by the dimly lit window, trying his best to make his voice sound a 

little excited. 

“Allen, Xiang Hanwei called me just now.” Noila Mo said quickly: “She wants to 

see you again.” 

Allen Chu turned to look at the subordinates who were waiting for him in the 

conference room, and he wrinkled his eyebrows: “Oh?” 

Noila Mo kept doing it, and simply said, “You, can you see her again? She is 

really pitiful.” 

I gave this man a baby three times, but said that he abandoned it. Noila Mo’s 

teeth were cold for no reason. 

Are men such cold-blooded animals? 

Allen Chu frowned in disbelief: “Noila Mo, you called me so late just to 

persuade me to meet Xiang Hanwei?” 

He is very busy here. If he can’t get through the joint tomorrow, the 

investment of several hundred million will be lost. She actually called him and 

asked him to meet Xiang Hanwei? 

Does this woman have a heart? Isn’t she jealous? Or is she tempting at all? She 

didn’t believe him, so she deliberately took this matter to test him? 

A little bit of anger spread in the bottom of his eyes. Can’t wait for Noila Mo 

to answer, Allen Chu took a deep breath: “Okay. Noila Mo, I will do what you 

want.” 

After speaking, he directly hung up the phone. 

Hearing the busy tone on the phone, Noila Mo hadn’t recovered yet. 



Allen Chu, seems to be angry? She didn’t know if she was disappointed or 

happy. 

She didn’t want her man to be too cold-blooded and unfeeling, but Allen Chu 

really agreed to meet Xiang Hanwei, and her heart was empty again. 
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Since the call that day, Allen Chu has never called Noila Mo again. 

Noila Mo took the initiative to call in the past several times, but the secretary 

also picked it up. Saying that Mr. Chu is busy and it is not convenient to 

answer the phone, she will tell Mr. Chu. 

But Allen Chu never returned. 

Maybe he is really busy? Such a large investment is not a joke. 

Noila Mo convinced herself that Allen Chu didn’t even have time to answer the 

phone, it was indeed because he was too busy. 

Finally staying on Sunday, Noila Mo got up early in the morning, cleaned up 

the house, and tried it on by the closet for a long time before choosing a skirt 

with translucent veil on the shoulders. 

When the two are alone together, Allen Chu likes her to dress sexy. 

After waiting for Allen Chu’s call, Noila Mo couldn’t help but call him. 

The secretary picked it up again this time. Noila Mo’s heart suddenly sank to 

the bottom. 

“Hey, Miss Mo, President Chu won’t go back to City C today. The matter in City 

H hasn’t been processed yet, and President Chu will stay here for a while.” 



“How long is it for a while?” Noila Mo asked expectantly. 

The secretary’s voice was very dull: “This is not good. Mr. Chu never said it.” 

After hanging up the phone, Noila Mo was extremely disappointed. She 

thought that Allen Chu would be back today, but she planned to pester Allen 

Chu to take Sihan out tomorrow! 

Just thinking about it, the phone rang, and Noila Mo saw that it was Xiang 

Hanwei. After hesitating for a moment, Xiang Hanwei’s voice was very pleased: 

“Noila, thank you! Allen asked me to meet today!” 

Allen Chu asked her to meet? Isn’t it busy? Isn’t it too busy for the secretary to 

answer the phone? Why is there time to meet Xiang Hanwei? 

Noila Mo’s head was pierced into a thorn, and her heart was twitching with 

pain. 

“Isn’t Allen Chu still on a business trip in City H?” Noila Mo couldn’t help but 

blurt out. 

There is a hint of sweetness in Xiang Hanwei’s voice: “He will take a few hours 

to fly back to City C to meet me in the afternoon. Noila, thank you!” 

Take a few hours to fly back to City C… what a familiar drama. 

It turns out that she is not the only woman enjoying this treatment. 

Xiang Hanwei has been with him for more than three years. In any case, he is 

also affectionate, right? Besides, she killed three children for him… 

Noila Mo sat on the sofa blankly, feeling for the first time that the love she 

believed in might not be as firm as she thought. 



In a cafe in City H, Xiang Hanwei was looking out the door pretending to be 

calm. 

She has been sitting here for two hours, and the damn Allen Chu hasn’t even 

appeared yet! 

Finally, a tall and slender figure appeared behind the glass door, wearing a 

simple gray shirt and black trousers, but he was wearing a princely 

extravagance and elegance. 

It’s Allen Chu! Xiang Hanwei beckoned to him busy. 

Allen Chu had long legs and walked over a few steps. He sat directly opposite 

Xiang Hanwei and said unceremoniously, “What are you going to say? I can 

only give you 30 minutes.” 

Thirty minutes…Xiang Hanwei’s hand under the table fiercely grasped the 

apricot tassels on the tablecloth, and pressed down the humiliation in her 

heart fiercely, tears have wetted her eyes: “Allen, why are you so cold to me? “ 

Allen Chu raised his eyes to look at her: “cold? I thought we had turned our 

faces, and there is no need to pretend to be warm with each other.” 

Xiang Hanwei’s tears fell suddenly: “Allen, I know, you are still mad at me, I 

shouldn’t say anything that would make you bankrupt, and I can’t even live in 

a bridge hole. I Seeing you holding Noila Mo, I was mad with jealousy! Allen, 

would you forgive me? I’m so gagged, just because I love you so much and 

care about you so much!” 

Xiang Hanwei spoke very emotionally, and the pear blossoms brought rain. 

A strange brilliance flashed in Allen Chu’s eyes, and there was even a smile on 

the corner of his mouth: “Xiang Hanwei, is it interesting to pretend to be pitiful 

now? Don’t tell me, you don’t know what your father did, you just follow you It 

doesn’t matter at all!” 



Xiang Hanwei was shocked, did the old man make a move like this? Didn’t you 

say that you will wait for a while before you shoot? 

Xiang Hanwei hurriedly lowered her eyes, and when she raised her head again, 

her eyes were already pleading: “Allen, I told my dad that you are going to 

break up with me. Maybe it’s because my dad wants to vent my anger, so he 

did something to embarrass you. Come! But please believe me, I really don’t 

know these things! If I knew, how could I just sit back and watch? Allen, I love 

you so much, don’t you feel it?” 
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Allen Chu stared into her eyes playfully: “So, you are looking for me to get 

back with me?” 

Xiang Hanwei nodded hurriedly: “Yes. Allen, I can’t live without you!” 

Allen Chu shrugged: “Take out your chips.” 

Xiang Hanwei gritted her teeth: “I will let Dad stop all attacks on you, and 

there will be no more competitors in Chu’s real estate industry!” 

“The conditions are really good and it’s really tempting.” Allen Chu smiled 

meaningfully. 

Xiang Hanwei’s eyes lit up and she stretched out her hand to hold Allen Chu’s 

hand: “Allen, did you promise me? You promised to get back with me?” 

Allen Chu smiled evilly and shook her hand backhand: “Why don’t you agree? 

Your appearance and family are the best choice. Besides, there is a golden 

mountain behind you.” 

Allen Chu was so utilitarian, but Xiang Hanwei was not at all uncomfortable. 

Instead, he felt that what Allen Chu said was true. 



Man, who would really give up the country for beauty? 

The interests behind the beauty are more important than the beauty. 

However, I still have some doubts in my heart. Xiang Hanwei shook Allen 

Chu’s hand coquettishly: “Allen, what do you plan to do with Noila Mo? She 

keeps pestering you, which is really annoying!” 

Allen Chu smiled slightly: “Speaking of Noila Mo, I have one more condition.” 

“What conditions?” Xiang Hanwei asked impatiently. 

“Within a month, let your father leave Noila Mo alone. Don’t move a strand of 

hair.” 

Xiang Hanwei was jealous: “Why? Since I have promised to get back together 

with me, why are you protecting her again?” 

A faint light flashed in Allen Chu’s eyes: “Because, in a month, I will be 

engaged to you. Before I get engaged, I don’t want any mistakes.” 

“Get engaged? Allen, you said you want to get engaged to me? You will get 

engaged in a month?” 

Xiang Hanwei’s eyes were full of ecstasy, and her voice trembled with 

excitement. 

“Yes.” Allen Chu answered very concisely. 

He glanced at Han Wei and stood up: “The company has something to do, I 

have to leave first. You can take a taxi and go back by yourself.” 

Allen Chu has always treated her like this, not very considerate, and Xiang 

Hanwei is also used to it. Nodded obediently: “Okay, Allen, pay attention to 

your body!” 



In the apartment, Noila Mo stood in front of the window blankly, looking at 

the blue sky and white clouds outside. 

This kind of jail life has been going on for almost a week. She feels like a beast 

trapped in a cage, and her inner anxiety and panic have become more and 

more intense. 

Did Allen Chu meet Xiang Hanwei? Why does he keep not contacting himself? 

Has he been shaken? 

The disturbing thoughts made her have a splitting headache. 

The mobile phone thrown on the sofa rang suddenly. Noila Mo rushed to 

answer the phone. 

“Hey, Noila, it’s me.” Xiang Hanwei’s voice came over the phone. 

Noila Mo was extremely disappointed, and nodded gently: “Well, something 

to find me?” 

“Noila, Allen and I are going to get engaged in a month. At that time, you 

must come to have a wedding wine!” Xiang Hanwei’s voice is sweet and 

happy. 

Wedding wine? got engaged? Noila Mo’s body shook fiercely, as if being hit 

hard. Her voice was dry and hoarse: “You said, you are going to be engaged to 

Allen Chu?” 

“Yes! Allen proposed to me today…” 

Xiang Hanwei was still chattering, but Noila Mo could not understand her 

words. All consciousness is filled with the word engagement. 

Just a few weeks ago, he promised to marry her three months later. 



Now the ex-girlfriend has become the current girlfriend, and he will marry 

Xiang Hanwei in a month! 

Between interests and her, did Allen Chu still choose interests? 

Noila Mo hung up Xiang Hanwei’s phone unconsciously, and dialed Allen 

Chu’s cell phone. 

This time, it was finally not the secretary who picked it up. 

Noila Mo’s eyes burst into tears the moment he heard Allen Chu’s voice. 

She managed to hold back her tears and tried her best to make her voice 

sound normal: “Allen, Xiang Hanwei called me just now and said you are going 

to be engaged to her. Is it true?” 

“Yes. A month later, I and Han Wei will be engaged. I will send you a wedding 

message at that time.” Allen Chu suddenly changed like a person, his voice so 

distant and cold. 

Noila Mo finally couldn’t help but choked up: “Allen, how do you say it 

changes? Did Xiang Hanwei threaten you with his dad? Is the branch in City H 

no longer able to support it?” 

“Hanwei didn’t threaten me. I just figured it out myself. For men, career is 

more important.” Allen Chu’s voice sounded very evil: “Noila, if you can’t give 

up so much, we can continue to be underground lovers. I think Hanwei 

doesn’t mind.” 

As if a basin of ice water poured down her head, Noila Mo’s heart was 

completely cold: “Allen Chu, you are so shameless!” She almost hissed and 

screamed: “You let me go! I don’t want to live anymore. It’s in your house, you 

make me sick!” 



“Just open the door and walk away. I have already ordered the housekeeper to 

stop restricting your personal freedom.” Allen Chu spoke calmly and hung up 

the phone as soon as he finished speaking. 

Noila Mo listened to the beeping busy tone on the phone, and his heart was 

almost shattered into dust. 

It’s ridiculous! She thought that love can really conquer everything! She is too 

naive! 

But a temptation made Allen Chu show his true shape! 

In his heart, interests and power are more important things, and love is not 

worth mentioning at all! 

Noila Mo was alone when she came, and still alone when she left. 

Sure enough, the door had been opened, and Noila Mo opened the door and 

smiled sarcastically to herself. She was also worried that Allen Chu would not 

let her go out because of her own passion! 

As soon as I got out of the elevator, the phone rang again. It is an unfamiliar 

number. Noila Mo frowned, just about to press it directly, like a ghost, he still 

pressed the answer button. 

“Aunt Mo!” On the other end of the phone, there was a childish voice of milk 

and milk, which was so crisp and beautiful that people’s hearts were melted: 

“Guess who I am?” 

Noila Mo wanted to laugh, but tears fell: “Sihan, goodbye, is that you?” 

Xiao Sihan giggled: “It’s me! Aunt Mo, you’re so amazing! You guessed it all at 

once!” 



Noila Mo’s depressed mood improved a bit because of Sihan’s laughter: 

“Baby, how do you know my phone number? I miss my aunt, right?” 

“My father told me! Aunt Mo, I miss you so much! Will you come and play 

with me?” Sihan’s tender and glutinous childish voice was sweet to Noila Mo’s 

heart. 
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Don’t you want to get engaged to Xiang Hanwei? Why did you give her phone 

number to Sihan again? It’s already like this, Allen Chu still doesn’t want to let 

her go? 

Noila Mo felt sick. 

“Sihan, baby, aunt…I can’t come to play with you now. In the future…maybe 

you won’t be able to play with Sihan in the future. Sihan, I’m sorry…” Although 

I hate Allen Chu, Noila Mo is very towards Sihan. But he couldn’t keep his face 

cold. I can’t give up a heavy sentence. 

“Aunt Mo! Why? Why can’t you play with me? I will have my birthday in a few 

days. Last time you promised me that you would spend my birthday with me!” 

Sihan started to cry because of grievance, and his voice was full of tears. With 

a cry. 

Ah, what Sihan said, Noila Mo remembered. She indeed promised Sihan to 

spend this birthday with him. 

Noila Mo was a bit unreasonable: “Sihan, I’m sorry…Auntie, auntie has been 

too busy lately, and really can’t accompany you on your birthday. I’ll give you 

a birthday present as a make up, OK?” 

Sihan still refused to agree: “Aunt Mo, if you don’t come, I don’t want to 

celebrate your birthday. Dad will bring many uncles and aunts every time, but I 

don’t like it! I only like you!” 



Noila Mo felt sad. But what can she do? Allen Chu doesn’t want her anymore. 

She can’t run to Chu’s house with a cheeky face, right? 

Sihan cried very sad on the phone, Noila Mo hung up the phone helplessly, 

and fell on the bed and cried bitterly. 

After a few days in the muddle, Gu Jinxin and Pei Jun returned from their 

honeymoon. Because she brought a gift to Noila Mo, Gu Jinxin asked Noila 

Mo to have lunch. 

“Noila, why are you so thin?” Gu Jinxin couldn’t help being surprised when she 

looked at Noila Mo’s haggard look. 

Noila Mo smiled bitterly and shook his head, not even in the mood to speak. 

When Gu Jinxin came back, she heard Xiang Hanwei brag about her 

engagement to Allen Chu, thinking that Noila Mo was sad about this, so she 

patted her hand: “Noila, don’t be sad. I discussed with Pei Jun in the middle of 

the night. I think Allen Chu was deliberate. It is estimated that he wanted to 

delay the time to deal with Xiang Yicheng, and now he has to let out the news 

of the engagement to stabilize Xiang’s family.” 

Noila Mo looked out the window feebly: “Who he is going to marry, I have 

taken lightly. The saddest thing for me now is that I have promised to spend 

my birthday with Sihan, but can’t do it. Sihan must be disappointed in me. .” 

Gu Jinxin slapped his head: “Really! It will be Sihan’s birthday two days later, 

and I have also received the invitation. I haven’t bought him a birthday gift 

yet!” 

Noila Mo’s eyes lit up: “Sihan’s birthday, do you want to go too? Then you can 

bring me a birthday gift for Sihan?” 

Gu Jinxin nodded: “Okay! There is a store specializing in children’s toys near 

my home. The toys in it are all exquisite. Let’s go pick one after dinner later!” 



Noila Mo felt better now. After lunch, she urged Gu Jinxin to take her to buy 

toys. 

Gu Jinxin glanced at her and couldn’t figure it out. Sihan’s child was cute, but 

like Noila Mo, it was so rare that he would be so painful after seeing him a few 

times! 

When they arrived at the toy store, Noila Mo and Gu Jinxin were carrying 

them, and Gu Jinxin’s mobile phone rang. 

Gu Jinxin answered the phone: “Hanwei? Are you looking for something to do 

with me?” 

Noila Mo’s heart twitched as soon as he heard Xiang Hanwei’s name. Go away 

quickly. She didn’t want to hear any more news from Xiang Hanwei and Allen 

Chu. 

“Well, Noila and I are visiting the toy store near my house! Sihan is celebrating 

her birthday, and we are going to buy her a birthday present.” 

“You didn’t buy it either? Then you can come to this store to buy it, the variety 

is super complete. Only you can’t think of it, there is nothing that is not here. 

Noila and I are both picky. 

Gu Jinxin hung up the phone and saw that Noila Mo had already turned to the 

other side to pick up toys, so he walked over and patted her on the shoulder: 

“I want to come to Hanwei in a moment, do you want to see her?” 

Want to come to Hanwei? Noila Mo was dumbfounded: “What is she here 

for?” 

“She happened to be eating near here, and heard that we were buying toys for 

Sihan, so she stopped by and picked a few.” 



“Then I’m leaving first. I don’t want to see her.” Noila Mo was very confused. 

Although Xiang Hanwei looked harmless, she really didn’t want to see her. 

Just seeing a toy gun next to him, Noila Mo’s eyes lit up, and he hurriedly 

picked up the gun. The toy gun in Star Wars Fighter, Sihan was clamoring for 

this last time! She ran a lot of places and didn’t find it, but she didn’t expect to 

meet it here. 

“Jinxin, I have chosen a gift, I’ll go and pay the bill first.” Noila Mo said to Gu 

Jinxin apologetically. 

Gu Jinxin also frowned, “Why does Xiang Hanwei always like to cling to 

others? As soon as I come back, I call me every day and keep asking for your 

news. I’m so bored.” 

Noila Mo didn’t think about it either, and smiled at Gu Jinxin: “Everyone loves 

you!” 

When she walked to the checkout counter to check out, Noila Mo picked a 

small white card and wrote “Sihan, happy birthday, Aunt Mo loves you!”, and 

asked the shopping guide to pack a very beautiful and impressive Star Wars 

fighter. With the wrapping paper, Noila Mo handed the box to Gu Jinxin: 

“Jinxin, please hand it over to Sihan for me!” 

When Noila Mo walked out of the store, he saw Maserati, who was facing 

Hanwei pink from a distance, slowly stopping on the other side of the street, 

and quickly lowered his head and hurriedly speeded up. 

I got on the bus and found that the on-board TV was broadcasting the city’s 

entertainment gossip. 

The female announcer is broadcasting in Taiwanese accent: According to 

sources, Allen Chu, the president of Chu’s enterprise, and the political 

daughter Xiang Hanwei have set a wedding date. Next month, there will be a 

grand banquet at Yuanshan Hotel on the 10th. Engagement banquet. 



On the screen, a high-definition close-up of Allen Chu and Xiang Hanwei 

embracing and walking out of the restaurant appeared. 

The voice of the female announcer continued: “The three-year long-distance 

love run for the two has finally come to fruition. Allen Chu had a romantic 

candlelight dinner with his fiancee the day before. After the dinner, he stayed 

with the beautiful lady’s boudoir for eight hours and drove away the next 

morning… …” 

Noila Mo rolled his eyes, took out the headphones from his bag, and let the 

overwhelming music sweep him. I can no longer hear the names of Allen Chu 

and Xiang Hanwei. 

What if it hurts again? The long road in life still has to go on. 

Not only to go on, but also to look good. 

Noila Mo took a deep breath, raised her head to hold back the tears in her 

eyes, and smiled hard towards the bright night sky. 
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Noila Mo rushed for a day today and interviewed four companies. Recently, 

my luck has been really bad. I felt pretty good during the interview, but I didn’t 

hear from me when I looked back. 

Noila Mo really wanted to wonder if someone was behind the scenes. 

It was already dark when I got home, Noila Mo was tired and hungry, opened 

the door and kicked off his high heels, throwing himself into the sofa and 

didn’t want to move. 

Even the phone rang, I didn’t bother to get up to pick it up. 



However, the bell rang persistently. Noila Mo finally couldn’t stand it anymore. 

She got up from the sofa and walked to the door to take her bag. He found 

the phone and was about to answer. Seeing the name of the person on the 

screen, his heart beat fiercely. 

Allen Chu. 

This is the first time in more than a week that he actively contacted her. 

Noila Mo’s finger hesitatingly placed on the edge of the screen, not knowing 

whether to press it or answer it. 

After hesitating, Allen Chu hung up the phone. The phone returned to a dead 

silence. 

Noila Mo breathed a sigh of relief, and was about to go back to lying on the 

sofa when the phone rang again. It was from Allen Chu. 

Without any hesitation, Noila Mo hadn’t figured out what she was thinking, 

and she swiped the screen without hesitation. 

“Tomorrow for Sihan’s birthday, a birthday banquet will be held at the Violet 

Hotel. Come here early!” There was not even a word of extra greeting, and 

Allen Chu’s tone was almost imperative. 

Noila Mo was so tired that he didn’t want to talk. Hearing what he said, his 

heart became angry: “Allen Chu, who do you order? I am not your 

subordinate, nor your friend, nor anyone of you. You have What qualifications 

order me?” 

“Okay, stop making trouble. Come over tomorrow, Sihan has been looking 

forward to it for a long time. That day you said you wouldn’t accompany him 

on his birthday. He cried most of the night, and the next day his eyes were 

swollen like walnuts. Will you come over tomorrow, give him a surprise.” 



Allen Chu didn’t even choke with her, and Noila Mo was very surprised. His 

voice was deeply tired, and it sounded even more tired than hers who had 

been running around for a day. 

Noila Mo was inexplicably soft, and while scolding herself fiercely for being 

unworthy and dignified, she still agreed to Allen Chu. 

Hearing Sihan crying most of the night, she was really distressed. She 

promised to attend the birthday party, absolutely nothing to do with Allen 

Chu! 

Noila Mo used this reason to convince herself. 

Noila Mo regretted it a little bit. Knowing that, she shouldn’t have Jinxin hand 

over the gift to her. The gift is handed to Sihan, and it is more heartwarming. 

It’s just that she is too tired to go out and buy a new one. That’s it. Just ask 

Jinxin to come over tomorrow. 

Noila Mo didn’t eat any food, and went to bed after taking a shower. 

The Violet Hotel is far away from where Noila Mo lives. The birthday banquet 

is at 12 noon. Noila Mo overslept and woke up at ten o’clock. He changed 

clothes and put on a light makeup. After taking a taxi, he went to Violet. The 

hotel rushed. 

As he drove to the Violet Hotel, Noila Mo inadvertently caught a glimpse of a 

woman, her eyes froze fiercely. 

The woman was wearing a tight-fitting black short skirt, her long hair curled 

into big waves, draped straight to her waist, red lips, and long eyelashes. From 

the side, she looked a bit like Lin Yuyan. 



Noila Mo looked up and wanted to take a few more glances, but the woman 

and her male companion turned into the coffee shop on the side of the road 

and could no longer see them. 

Noila Mo sighed. It should not be Lin Yuyan. She should be living in the 

United States now. 

After so many years, Noila Mo no longer hates her. When they met each other, 

they just smiled indifferently. 

There are cartoon inflatable dolls on the lawn and square outside the Violet 

Hotel. Happy birthday music rushes into the sky with the fountain. Many 

neatly dressed and beautiful children walk in with their parents’ hands. It 

seems that Allen Chu invited I have a lot of friends who think of Han. As soon 

as you entered the gate, there was a three-person tall toy bear in the middle 

hall. A group of children gathered around to take pictures, beaming 

everywhere. Noila Mo couldn’t help but smile: Sihan’s birthday party was really 

grand and grand, and it seemed that Allen Chu really hurt Sihan. 

Chapter 207 

In the coffee shop, Lin Yuyan is doing her best to flirt with the opposite man: 

“Young Master Yun, if you do this, people will really get angry~” 

He said that he was angry, but his eyes flowed into flattery. 

The man known as Yun Shao is a famous playboy in City C. He walked around 

Fengyuechang. He has never seen anything like this. Naturally, Lin Yuyan’s 

tricks of fishing for triumphs have been seen a lot. Into the bottom of her skirt. 

Lin Yuyan twisted her body to cooperate with him, and sent herself to his 

hands better, still complaining softly and squeamishly: “Young Master Yun, 

why are you not in good shape?” 



Shao Yun was aroused by her, and his fingers slammed hard: “Go, let’s go to 

the hotel next door!” 

There was a glimmer of success in Lin Yuyan’s eyes, she wanted to pretend to 

be ignorant and pure: “Didn’t you just say you wanted coffee? Why did you go 

to the hotel next door?” 

Yun Shao glanced at no one around him, then gritted his teeth against her 

face and said, “Smelly girl, stop pretending!” 

Lin Yuyan got excited all of a sudden, stood up with twists and turns, winking 

like silk: “Young Master Yun, then it depends on your ability!” 

The two embraced and walked out of the coffee shop. They saw the lights and 

festoons at the entrance of the Violet Hotel next to them. There were a few tall 

cartoon inflatable dolls standing at the entrance. The music of the fountain 

was all happy birthday tunes. Lin Yuyan looked around with some envy: “Who 

is this? It’s my child’s birthday, it’s a big show!” 

Yun Shao glanced at him: “Follow him! No matter how big the show is, it won’t 

cover the entire hotel, right? Let’s open our room!” 

The result happened to be agreed by Yun Dongqi. When the two walked to 

the front desk to open the room, the lobby manager smiled and told them: 

“I’m sorry, the whole hotel has been booked by the guests today. Please also 

drive to other hotels!” 

Yun Dongqi was in a hurry, and was very anxious. He just wanted to open the 

room and have a good time with Lin Yuyan. Hearing what the lobby manager 

said, it became hot, and he put on the shelf of the mayor’s son: “Such a big 

hotel, just say It’s packed? Who are you lying to? Give me a room quickly, and 

I won’t go anywhere!” 

The lobby manager was helpless: “Sir, I don’t have to lie about this kind of 

thing. We are in business and there is no reason to drive guests out! It is 



indeed the boss of the Chu family who has contracted the hotel today to 

celebrate the birthday of the only child.” 

Chu? Lin Yuyan felt a little bit in her heart, and was about to ask a few more 

questions. Yun Dongqi became angry: “I and Chu have always known each 

other, his son celebrates his birthday, and my father came to congratulate me. 

You can open a room for me, what’s the matter? I’ll go to Mr. Chu to explain!” 

“What’s the noise? Who is so not giving face to my grandson?” An old and 

majestic voice came from behind. 

Yun Dongqi and Lin Yuyan both turned their heads, and the old man Chu was 

holding the butler’s hand and walking tremblingly. 

The lobby manager knew the butler and quickly winked at him: “This old man 

is?” 

“This is Mr. Chu’s grandfather, who came here from Chicago to celebrate his 

birthday. You are so noisy, what’s the noise?” 

The boss of the housekeeper was unhappy, and his tone was full of 

accusations of the lobby manager for messing up the errand. 

Hearing what the housekeeper said, Lin Yuyan took a closer look, isn’t it the 

same man who came here? Compared with five years ago, the hair is 

completely white, and the bones are not very tough. 

Upon hearing this, the lobby manager quickly pushed Yun Dongqi out: “Sir, 

you should leave now, we really can’t make room here!” 

Yun Dongqi’s eyes widened: “Do you know who my father is? Dare to drive me 

away, there is no such person in City C!” 

Laozi Chu squinted at Yun Dongqi, then looked at the lobby manager with a 

smile: “Are there no security guards in your hotel? Fork out!” 



Yun Dongqi said so arrogantly that his old man even asked the security guard 

to rush away without asking who was the backer behind him. It was really 

bold! Rich people are good, rich and powerful, no one is concerned. The lobby 

manager sighed in his heart and hurriedly called the security guard over. 

Taking advantage of the security entanglement with Yun Dongqi, Lin Yuyan 

hurriedly hid behind the big teddy bear next to her. 

Seeing Yun Dongqi being crossed out of the hotel lobby, Lin Yuyan ran to 

catch up with Mr. Chu, “Old man, do you still know me?” 

Elder Chu looked at the windy and glamorous girl in front of him, and couldn’t 

remember who she was. 

Lin Yuyan said, tears came down: “Master, you really don’t know me? I am… 

the mother of your grandson!” 

As Lin Yuyan said, she quickly made small calculations. 

She is almost thirty, and the good years of a woman have passed. Fooling 

around with Yun Dongqi is nothing more than a business of skin and flesh. 

Yun Dongqi has a real girlfriend and it is impossible to marry her, and it is just 

an underground mistress to mix well. 

But climbing to the Chu family is different. The grandson of the Chu family is 

so precious. She reveals the identity of the “biological mother” and the Chu 

family sends her a little, which is enough for her to be worry-free for the rest 

of her life. Much better than following Yun Dongqi. 

Your grandson’s mother? When Mr. Chu heard Lin Yuyan’s words, he had a bit 

of an impression in his mind. 

Seeing her coquettishly dressed, she couldn’t help frowning: “What do you 

want?” 



Lin Yuyan was overjoyed in her heart, but she didn’t turn her face and left, 

indicating that there is something happening! Hurry up and continue to wipe 

the tears: “Master, I left my son in the Chu family at the beginning, because I 

was fascinated by my heart. In the past few years, I think that my son’s heart 

hurts. Master, please do well, let me see him! “ 

Elder Chu stared at Lin Yuyan, how he felt that she was pretending that this 

vain woman was willing to abandon her baby child for the money, but now 

she is pretending to be a mother again. It’s ridiculous! 

“Let’s talk about it, how much does it cost?” Mr. Chu is least afraid of using 

money to kill people. As long as the money can be done, it is nothing. 

Chapter 208 

Lin Yuyan didn’t expect Mr. Chu to be so refreshing. She was afraid that the 

cooked duck would slip away, so she didn’t dare to take Joe again. She 

hurriedly stretched out five fingers and smiled flatly: “Lord, look at this, is this 

number OK?” 

“Five million is no problem, but from now on, my great-grandson has nothing 

to do with you! Understand?” Old man Chu stared at Lin Yuyan: “If you don’t 

stop, don’t talk about money, can you keep your life? I can’t guarantee it!” 

five million? Lin Yuyan was so surprised that she almost didn’t call out! She 

had thought that she would be able to get rid of a 500,000 yuan, but she did 

not expect that Old Man Chu would be so generous! 

Nodded quickly: “Sure! Don’t worry, I must be rotten in my stomach. Your 

precious grandson has nothing to do with me from now on!” 

“Grandpa, who is this?” Behind him, Allen Chu’s voice came, and he was 

leading Sihan towards this side. He heard half of Lin Yuyan’s words and 

couldn’t help but looked at her suspiciously. 



Elder Chu glanced at Allen Chu and then at Si Han, sighing in his heart, such a 

beautiful great-grandson, the biological mother is so unbearable. 

Fearing that Lin Yuyan would be entangled in Sihan’s confession, Mr. Chu 

asked the housekeeper to quickly take away Sihan. Then he turned his head to 

look at Allen Chu, his face sinking: “Who is this, do you still need me to 

mention something?” 

Speaking of this, Mr. Chu hates him. Allen is good at everything, but he 

doesn’t care about marriage. In the early years, I wandered around the flowers, 

and the women around me changed one after another. Now I finally settled 

down to seriously fall in love with Xiang Hanwei, and ended up talking about 

not getting married for more than three years! 

Fortunately, there is still a cold for him to hug, otherwise it will be deadly. 

Hearing what Old Man Chu said, Allen Chu was stunned and looked at Lin 

Yuyan seriously, but he still didn’t know him, and he was completely 

impressed! 

Seeing Allen Chuying’s handsome appearance, Lin Yuyan’s thoughts began to 

liven up again. The girl Noila probably died in Chicago a long time ago. She 

used her son to get close to Allen Chu, maybe she could still be half a 

mistress. 

At the moment, pretending to be a weak Liu Fufeng, he leaned forward: “Chu, 

don’t you remember me? I, I am…your son’s mother!” 

Sihan’s biological mother? Allen Chu seemed to have been struck by lightning. 

At first, Mr. Chu accepted Sihan in a daze. He didn’t think much about his DNA 

after checking his DNA. He thought it was an accident that he left a seed, and 

the woman came to the door. 

But Lin Yuyan, he really has no impression at all. 



Lin Yuyan saw that Allen Chu didn’t remember at all, and quickly explained: 

“Mr. Chu, that night… Later, I went to you with your shirt… Did you 

remember?” 

Shirt…Allen Chu finally remembered, his thick eyebrows furrowed tightly, 

looking up and down Lin Yuyan, the more he looked at it, the more impossible 

it became. 

Her facial features and charm are not the slightest similar to Sihan. Look at the 

dust and debauchery in her bones. He doesn’t believe that she will kill him. 

She will be Sihan’s biological mother! 

Being stared at by Allen Chu’s sharp eyes, Lin Yuyan began to panic: “Mr. Chu, 

you don’t believe that I gave birth to my son? Didn’t the father also have DNA 

tested? That is indeed your biological son!” 

Allen Chu raised his eyebrows and was about to speak. Si Han took Noila Mo’s 

hand and ran over excitedly: “Dad! Look at the laser pistol Aunt Mo bought for 

me!” 

Lin Yuyan followed the voice and looked at her, her face was so pale that she 

lost her blood! 

Thousands of calculations, I didn’t expect Noila Mo to be there! This girl didn’t 

even die in Chicago! 

After a few moments of confrontation, everything is over! 

Lin Yuyan took advantage of Mr. Chu and Allen Chu to look towards Noila Mo. 

She wanted to slip her feet with oil. Who knows that the butler was watching 

and asked coldly: “You haven’t finished speaking, please wait!” 

Noila Mo also saw Lin Yuyan, her eyes widened in disbelief: “Sister!” 



Seeing that Lin Yuyan couldn’t hide, she turned her head with a dry smile: 

“Noila, I didn’t expect to meet you here!” 

With a loud elder sister, Allen Chu was completely stunned. This woman 

turned out to be Noila Mo’s sister? 

Noila Mo’s child died, her sister appeared with a child, and Noila was so close 

to the child again… Allen Chu’s mind flashed a vague idea, but was interrupted 

by Sihan’s crisp voice: “Aunt Mo, is this aunty your sister? Then am I going to 

call her Aunt Da Mo and Aunt Xiao Mo?” 

Lin Yuyan chuckled, she could only bite the bullet and proceed, pretending to 

be affectionate and trying to touch Sihan’s face: “Haha! Baby, you are so cute!” 

Both the eyes of Mr. Chu and Allen Chu flashed. 

Just now Allen Chu took Sihan over. Lin Yuyan saw it, but she didn’t have any 

reaction to Sihan, and now she looked so affectionate, indicating that she 

didn’t recognize Sihan at all! 

A mother can’t recognize her son? 

Allen Chu and Mr. Chu exchanged glances and were about to talk. Sihan took 

the laser gun and began to demonstrate: “Grandpa, Dad, look, if you pull this 

place, light will come out here…” 

As he said, his little hand pulled the trigger excitedly. 

“Ah!” With a harsh scream, Xiao Allen violently threw away the pistol, covered 

his eyes with both hands, and his small body began to tremble! 

“Sihan!” everyone screamed in surprise. 



Why, the light that should have been shot out of the barrel is shot from 

behind? Will it just meet Sihan’s eyes? And it’s so bright? The eyes of several 

adults were so painful that they shed tears! 

Noila Mo rushed forward, tears falling down, and her throat was chopped: 

“Sihan, what’s wrong with you? Good, what’s wrong with you? Don’t scare 

Auntie!” 

Just take the gun out of the box, something like this happened! She gave this 

gun to Sihan! Why is it bad! 

“Aunt Mo, my eyes hurt, I can’t see it anymore!” Si Han cried out loudly, hiding 

in Noila Mo’s arms instinctively, holding Noila Mo’s skirt tightly with her little 

hands, so helpless. Noila Mo’s heart was so painful that she was crying with 

her arms around Sihan. 

Allen Chu was calm, and immediately called an ambulance. 

Sihan’s screams shocked the guests, and everyone gathered around. 

Xiang Hanwei followed Gu Jinxin and Pei Jun, and walked over here. Seeing 

Sihan covering his eyes with his hands and snuggling in Noila Mo’s arms in 

pain, a cold smile appeared on Xiang Hanwei’s lips. 

It seemed that her hands and feet were very successful, and Noila Mo was 

afraid that she would not know how she died! Sihan is the cusp of Allen Chu. 

The consequences of hurting Sihan are more serious than hurting himself! 

Chapter 209 

Lin Yuyan was overjoyed when he saw the chaotic situation. She thought she 

couldn’t get out. Who knew God had eyes for such an accident! 

She moved out of the crowd in small steps, and she was about to slip out of 

the circle. As a result, the butler blocked her way: “You can’t go.” 



Lin Yuyan lowered her voice and smiled: “There is nothing wrong with me 

here. I think I can leave as soon as possible.” 

The housekeeper glanced at her: “Aren’t you the young master’s biological 

mother? The young master is injured. You said nothing happened to you?” 

He has also heard of some of the events of the year. This woman is really 

suspicious! 

Allen Chu was following the lobby manager to evacuate the crowd of 

onlookers. He just heard the housekeeper’s words, and cast a cold sentence: 

“Take this woman to the hospital with me, just to have the DNA test!” 

After a rush, Xiao Sihan was sent to the hospital smoothly. The emergency 

room was not allowed to enter, and everyone was waiting in the corridor. 

Noila Mo’s heart was gripped tightly, her tears never dried up, she couldn’t sit 

down at all, and tiptoed to the emergency room. 

Elder Chu looked at him and said in his heart that, compared to the woman 

just now, this Noila Mo is more like Sihan’s mother. Noila Mo had this feeling 

when he lived in Chu’s house, and after five years, this feeling has become 

stronger. 

Mr. Chu looked at Noila Mo’s eyebrows carefully, the more he looked at it, the 

more startled he became. This look, this outline, is so similar to Sihan! 

Especially the contours of the chin and forehead are almost printed in a mold! 

Everyone was in a state of anxiety, and the doctor came out: “The child’s eyes 

were burned by the bright light, and the cornea of the eye is more severely 

damaged. Now the child has been given a tranquilizer and has fallen asleep.” 

Noila Mo almost fainted when she heard that the cornea was seriously 

damaged. 



Allen Chu was still calm, and he and Mr. Chu gathered around the doctor to 

consult carefully. 

The doctor comforted: “Although the damage is severe, it is difficult to recover 

in the later stage. Will it be blind? It needs further treatment and observation.” 

As soon as the doctor spoke, everyone was silent, and the air pressure in the 

corridor was suffocating. 

“Noila Mo! How could you give your child such a dangerous thing? Did you 

intentionally? When Allen dumped you, you came to harm Sihan?” Xiang 

Hanwei rushed to Noila Mo first, and raised her palm. Gave her a resounding 

slap. 

Allen Chu did not stop Xiang Hanwei, nor did Noila Mo hide. She stood 

upright and slapped Xiang Hanwei, her heart hurt so much that she couldn’t 

breathe. 

It’s all her fault! If she doesn’t give this gun, Sihan will be fine! 

Why does the gun have such a malfunction, she still can’t care about it now, a 

heart is like being rubbed by a giant palm, every breath is painful. 

Seeing that Noila Mo didn’t dodge, Xiang Hanwei wanted to slap her again. 

Allen Chu came over and took her arm: “Enough!” 

He looked at her with so indifferent eyes, where is the slightest warmth and 

affection of unmarried couples? Xiang Hanwei felt cold and couldn’t help 

asking: “Noila Mo hurt Sihan, did I teach her wrong? Why did you stop? In 

your eyes, an ex-girlfriend is more important than your son?” 

While Xiang Hanwei and Allen Chu were arguing, Lin Yuyan wanted to sneak 

away again. She clutched her belly and said pitifully to the housekeeper: “My 

stomach hurts, can I go to the bathroom?” 



The bathroom was at the end of the corridor, and the housekeeper nodded, 

expecting that she would not be able to make waves. 

Lin Yuyan ran all the way into the bathroom like a pardon. She had been to 

this hospital. The bathroom was connected to the balcony of the men’s 

bathroom next door. There was a staircase next to the men’s bathroom. 

Chapter 210 

Looking at Xiang Hanwei’s angry face, Allen Chu said indifferently: “How can 

the toy pistol be abnormal? This matter needs to be investigated. If Noila Mo 

is really framed, I will definitely not let her go.” 

Hearing what Allen Chu said, Xiang Hanwei felt a little more comfortable. She 

did this very secretly. The clerk in the toy store has quit and went to another 

city. Investigate? How to investigate? 

Noila Mo had no idea about this black pot. 

Xiang Hanwei stopped speaking, and the atmosphere fell into a dead silence. 

“Uncle Wang, you can take the old man back to rest. I’ll just stare here.” Allen 

Chu winked at the housekeeper. The old man is too old, so he can’t stand it in 

the hospital. 

The butler glanced at Allen Chu, nodded and confessed: “Okay. Then I will 

serve the old man and go back to eat something. By the way, the woman who 

claimed to be the biological mother of the young master just now went to the 

bathroom.” 

Young Master’s Birth Mother? Sihan’s biological mother? Noila Mo’s head 

buzzed, isn’t the woman the housekeeper said is Lin Yuyan? Lin Yuyan claims 

to be Sihan’s biological mother? what the hell is it? 



Allen Chu also happened to look at Noila Mo: “That woman just now, was your 

sister?” 

“Yeah! She was taking care of me when I was in Chicago. We haven’t seen 

each other for several years. Uncle Wang said she was Sihan’s biological 

mother, what’s the matter?” Noila Mo was a little incoherent, she was 

instinctive Feel something is wrong! 

“Bang!” A dull voice came from the end of the corridor, and everyone was 

taken aback. 

After half a second, there was a noise from downstairs. Seeing someone 

coming from the window, the housekeeper asked hurriedly, “What’s wrong? 

What happened?” 

“A woman jumped from the bathroom! She fell to blood! I guess it’s 

hopeless!” 

Woman, bathroom… The butler was stunned and hurried to the window. 

Black dress, big wavy curly hair gleaming in the sun, isn’t that the young 

master’s biological mother! 

“Young master! Young master’s… birth mother… jumped off the building!” The 

butler ran back to tell Allen Chu, his face turned pale. 

Damn it! Why did that woman jump off the building and die without knowing 

her identity? 

Allen Chu hurriedly took someone down to see. 

Lin Yuyan has been sent to the emergency room. Allen Chu and Mr. Chu 

looked at each other outside the door, and their doubts grew thicker. 



Sihan had just dealt with this, and was about to question this woman, did she 

jump off the building? Is this a coincidence? What is she avoiding? 

Allen Chu’s eyes flashed, and he looked at Noila Mo deeply: “You said, when 

you were expecting labor in Chicago, was your sister taking care of you?” 

Noila Mo was also full of doubts in her heart, and nodded hurriedly: “She had 

been with me before I gave birth, but she disappeared inexplicably just a few 

days after the baby was born.” 

Elder Chu asked hurriedly: “When did she disappear? Do you remember?” 

Of course Noila Mo remembered: “June 12th.” 

Lin Yuyan swept away all her money and was about to pay the rent the next 

day. She was almost swept out by the landlord. 

Elder Chu shocked his whole body, his eyes widened: “On June 13, she found 

the Chu family holding Sihan…” 

There was a hypothesis in everyone’s hearts. Allen Chu and Noila Mo looked 

at each other, and their bodies trembled. 

“Go for a paternity test! Noila! Go now!” Allen Chu finally recovered, and 

ecstatically pulled Noila Mo towards the laboratory. 

Seeing the two running away, Xiang Hanwei’s face was pale. 

In the conversation just now, she didn’t quite understand the cause and effect. 

It sounded like Noila Mo might be Sihan’s biological mother. 

How could this b*tch be so good? You just hurt Sihan, and you might be 

hated by Allen Chu, but now you’re about to become Sihan’s biological 

mother? 



Everything revolves around Noila Mo, her real girlfriend, standing beside her is 

so redundant, like an outsider. 

Allen Chu only had that b*tch woman in his eyes! 

“Hanwei, go back and rest!” The old man Chu looked at Xiang Hanwei’s hatred 

eyes, and his mood was a little complicated. 

To tell the truth, deep down in his heart, he still liked the meaning. After all, a 

good family background is helpful to Allen’s career. 

But looking at Allen’s appearance, Noila Mo is the one who loves her. 

“Thank you, grandpa, for your concern. Go back and rest soon!” Xiang Hanwei 

smiled politely, but her eyes were cold. 

It will take two days for the DNA test report to come out. 

When Noila Mo and Allen Chu returned to the ward, only the two servants of 

the Chu family remained guarding outside the ward, and the others went back. 

The two crept into the ward, Si Han was still asleep. The drips on his wrists 

dripped slowly, and his white and tender face looked very peaceful. 

Noila Mo walked to Sihan’s bed like a demon, raised his hand and gently 

caressed his face, and whispered softly: “Sihan, baby, are you really my baby? 

Are you dreaming?” 

Gratitude and great ecstasy filled her heart with tears besides tears. 

On the way to the laboratory, Allen Chu had checked the details with Noila 

Mo, Lin Yuyan’s tricks were full of loopholes, and all the clues pointed to the 

fact that Sihan is Noila Mo’s son! 

Allen Chu gently hugged Noila Mo from behind, “Are you happy?” 



“Happy!” Noila Mo nodded, and shook her head: “But Sihan’s eyes were made 

like this by me…uuuuuu…I am so damn! I should check that pistol!” 

“Don’t feel guilty, there should be another secret in this matter. I will 

investigate.” Allen Chu gently stroked her thick hair and hugged her tightly: 

“No wonder you like thinking about cold and thinking about cold. I like you. It 

turns out that there is really telepathy between mother and child.” 

Noila Mo nodded tearfully and gently k*ssed Sihan’s forehead. 

Allen Chu’s eyes were also a little moist. The two embraced each other 

speechlessly, with expectations and happiness in their hearts. 

After a long time, Noila Mo reacted and gently pushed Allen Chu away: “Don’t 

do this, you are going to be engaged to Xiang Hanwei. It is not suitable to be 

so close to me.” 

Allen Chu’s arm paused in the air, and then tightly circled Noila Mo: “A month 

later, you will understand. Noila, don’t refuse my embrace, in front of Sihan, 

don’t refuse me, okay? “ 

Noila Mo hesitated and nodded tearfully. Today, let her indulge once! Sihan, 

her baby, really came back! 

So many heart-piercing nights, it turned out to be to set off today’s happiness 

and satisfaction! 

 


